The World Is So Big

Words: Beverly Searle Spencer, 1921–1999. © 1977 IRI

1 Nephi 17:36
Genesis 1

Smoothly \( \frac{3}{4} = 54–66 \\
(Conduct two beats to a measure.)

1. The world is so big and, oh, so round, And in it God’s cre-

2. The world is so big and, oh, so round, And in it God’s cre-

a - tions are found; Moun - tains and val -leys and trees so tall,
ations are found; Stars shin -ing bright -ly through all the night,

An -imals big and an -imals small. Sun in the day so warm and so bright. The world is so big and,

oh, so round. God loves us all; our bless -ings a-bound.